In this paper, we prove two theorems on the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. We give a relation between the Bockstein homomorphism in the £" 2 -term and the Bockstein homomorphism of the space to which the spectral sequence converges and also relate the homology suspension to the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence.
Introduction
The purpose of this note is to prove two theorems on the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence; one relates the algebraic Bockstein homomorphism between the E 2 -terms to the geometric Bockstein homomorphism between the homologies of the spaces to which the spectral sequences converge (Theorem 2.2), and the other relates the homology suspension to the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence associated with a path fibration (Theorem 3.5).
In order to prove these theorems, we recall the definition of the EilenbergMoore spectral sequence. After the original work of Eilenberg and Moore ( [2] ), various constructions have been done by Hodgkin ([4] ), Smith ([7] , [8] ), Rector ([6] ) and Heller ([3] ). In this note, we adopt a point of view of Hodgkin and Smith who construct the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence as the Kiinneth spectral sequence on the category of pointed spaces over some fixed base space.
In Section 1, we construct the Kiinneth spectral sequence for a generalized homology theory, dualizing the argument of Smith ([8] ). We give a sufficient condition for convergence of the spectral sequence ((1.11), (1.23) (ii)) and one for identification of the £ 2 -term ((1.17), (1.22) ). These results are also obtained in
In Section 2, we prove that the algebraic Bockstein homomorphism between the £ 2 -terms of the Kiinneth spectral sequence "converges" to the geometric Bockstein homomorphism. Our assertion (2.2) is quite similar to the main theorem on the boundary homomorphism of [11] , although the proof is much easier.
In Section 3, we consider the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence for a generalized homology /z*, associated with the path fibration over a space B. Then, under suitable assumptions, there is a homomorphism h n (QB)-»E?L lfn+l and a natural equivalence E* ltn+1 -+Ph n+l (B) . We show that the composition of these coincides with the homology suspension.
The results of Sections 2, 3 are applied to determine the structure of the homology of double loop spaces of complex Stiefel manifolds ( [10] ).
I would like to thank J. P. Mayer, J. M. Boardman, J. Morava and W. S. Wilson for useful conversations and encouragement. And I am also grateful to A. Kono for helpful suggestions and his interest on the materials of Sections 2 and 3. § lo Recollections on the Eilenberg-Moore Spectra! Sequence First, we define a category Top^/B to formulate the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence as the Kiinneth spectral sequence in this category. We will use the notations and some results of Section 1 of [8] . (See also [4] , [7] .) Definition 1.1 ([8] 
T(f)-*B, s: B-+T(f)) between topological spaces T(f) and B such that f°s = l B and sB is a neighborhood deformation retract of T(f). A morphism (p: (/, s)-»(0, t) o/Top^/B consists of a continuous map T(<p): T(f)-+T(g) such that g°T(<p)=f, T(<p)°s = t.
We denote by Top* the category of pointed topological spaces with nondegrerate basepoints. We define functors F: Top*-* Top*/!? and 0: Top*/B -»Top* which play a central role in the construction of the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence. Proof. We construct a natural map a: Mor Topll/B ((/, s), F(X, x 0 )) -*Mor Top!1! (#(/» s), (X, x 0 )) as follows. Let <p : (/, s)-*F(X 9 x 0 ) be a morphism of Top^/B, and let g: 5x^-»^T be the projection onto X. Then the composition T(f) -^^B xX-^X maps sB to the base point x 0 . We define a(<p) to be the map T(f)/sB-+X induced by q°T ((p) . The inverse a" 1 of a is described as follows. For a morphism \l/: $(f 9 s)-+(X 9 x 0 ) 9 we put T(a~1(^))(x) = (/(x), \jjon(x)) where TT : T(/)-» T(f)/sB is the canonical projection.
In the category Top^/B, we can construct mapping cones, suspensions, products, smash products and other constructions which we usually do in the category Top*. And we can define a cofiber sequence in Top^/B as in Top*. Here we give the constructions of mapping cones, products, smash products, and suspensions. We give some propositions we need without proofs. 
Let ft^. be a reduced homology theory on Top*. Putting s ft*=ft*°^, we have a homology theory ^ft* on Top*/B ( [8] , Corollary 2.2). Construction 1.7. Let ft^ and ^ft^ as above, and let (/, s) and (g 9 t) be pointed spaces over B. We form a sequence of natural cofibrations. 
T(/) are maps de/med fey t(y) = (y, s°g(y)) 9 s(x) = (t°f(x), x). (iii) $((g, i)/\r°$(f 9 s)) is naturally homeomorphic to T(g)/tBA T(f)/sB = 7X0) x T(/)/r(/) xsButBx T(f). (iv) The map (1 A qi)*: B hjt(g, t) A (/, s))-+ B hJt(g, f) A Fo^(/ 5 5)) coincides with the map h q (T(g) x T(f)/tT(g) (J B sT(D)-»h q (T(g) x T(/)/T(0) x sB U r5 x T(/)) induced by the inclusion T(g)xT(f)<=T(f)xT(g). B
Proofs are immediate from the definitions. 
H$T(g)\)sT(f))-*H£T(g)xT(f))
Is an isomorphism for i<k. Since It follows from (1.15) that A p>q = Q for j?^0, q e Z, and n^0 F ptn . p = 0 (in fact, F pjrt _ p = 0 for p<min{ -n, -1}). Now we have a sufficient condition for the convergence.
Theorem 1.16. Assume that h% is a connective homology theory and (/, s) is a pointed space over a simply connected space B such that f: T(/)-»B is a Serre fibration. Then, for any pointed space (g, t) over B, the Kunneth spectral sequence constructed in (1.7) converges to B h^((g, t) A (/, s)). B
In order to make an identification of the E 2 -term in terms of homological algebra, we have to assume some conditions. Let (/, s), (g, t) be pointed spaces over B. 
Assumptions 1.17. (i) h* is a multiplicative homology theory on Top* (not necessarily connective). (ii) K*(B+) is a flat /z*(S°>-module. (iii) Either h*(T(f)/sB) or h*(T(g)/tB) is flat over Under the above assumptions, the smash products n^(B + ) AZ), h*(X)®h*(B + )-+h*(X A(B + )) are isomorphisms for any pointed space (X, x 0 ), where the tensor products are taken over h*(S Q ). Define ^L : T(f)jsB -»(B + )AT(/)/sB and \// R : T(g)/tB^T(g)ltBA(B + ) by \l/ L on(x)=f(x)*n(x) and ^R°p(y) = p(y)^g(x) respectively, where n: T(f)-+T(f)lsB and p: T(g) -*T(g)/tB are collapsing maps. Note that ^L = ^R = (the diagonal map of B) if (/, s) = (0, t) = r(S°,*). We put C=K+(B + ) ( = B h*(r(S°,
*
maps T(g) x T(f)llT(g) U sT(f)-i+T(g) x T(/)/r(») x sB u tB x T(J)=T(g)l tBA T(f)lsB±^T(s)ltB/\(B+)/\T(f}lsB coincides with the composition x T(f)llT(jg)0 sT(f)J^ T(g)x T(f)IT(g) x sB U (Bx T(/)= r(0)/r5 -^4 T(^)/fB A (B + ) A T(/)/sB, where ,u is induced by the inclusion T(gr) x T(f) B c T(gf) x T(f). Noting that the smash products h*(T(g)ltB)®h*(T(f)/sB) h*(T(g)ItBA T(f)lsB) and fi»(Tto)/«)®^(B + )®fi,(r(/)/sB)-A.fi 1|l (rto)/Â (B + )A T(f)fsB) are isomorphisms, we see that the map B h*((g, t)/\(f, s)) = x T(f)ftT(g) U sT(/)) -^ h*(T(g)/tBA T(f)/sB) ^>

s) = Kt(B + )®K(T(J)lsB)^+((B + )AT(f)W^ s)).
Proof is straightforward. (Y, X\ Z (l) ). Let S + (X) and S*(Y) be the singular chain complexes of X and 7 with Z (0 -coefficients. For xeH q (Xi F t ), we take a chain aeS q (X) such that x is represented by the cycle p$a (p ff is the mod I reduction map). We put da=la (a 6 S^_ iPO), where d is the differential of S#(X). Since H q (Y; Z (Z) ) is torsion free, we can take a cycle a e S q (Y) such that p$a is homologous to i$°p$a. Proof of (2.2). We put X = <f% 9 0 A C~*(f 9 s)), 7-$ ((g, t) Let B be a path connected topological space with a base point * and let PB be the space of paths in B starting from *. And let us denote by p: PB-^B the evaluation map at 1, and also denote by i: *-*B the inclusion. We fix these notations throughout this section. The following lemma is easily verified. Proof. It is obvious that c is a homotopy equivalence, and we can verify that the diagram commutes, applying (3.2) and (3.3).
Let h* be a multiplicative homology theory on Top*, and let us consider the Kiinneth spectral sequence associated with h* and the pointed spaces G(z), G(p). In other words we consider the Eilenberg-Moore spectral sequence associated with the path fibering QB-»PB-*B. The preceding lemma implies the following. 
